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Mauro Pesce has established himself as the leading Historical Jesus scholar on the Italian 
peninsula and potentially on the European continent as well.  Indeed, I can think of no 
one from Northern Ireland to Southeastern Greece; from Moscow to the Strait of 
Gibraltar who is doing more important work on this subject specifically (although to be 
fair to the Germans and the Brits, they’re still making massive contributions in other 
areas of both New and Old Testament studies). 
 
Pesce’s very recent book on Jesus has been swiftly followed by this new marvel in which 
he combines exacting historical research with a grasp of the primary sources virtually 
unheard of these days (when too many scholars are steeped in secondary materials but 
can scarcely identify a Greek verb in Luke to save their souls) as well as the more 
important secondary sources. 
 
The present volume is comprised of two major divisions:  in the first, Pesce focuses on the 
figure of Jesus, and in the second, Christianity.  He commences with an overview of 
Historical Jesus research and then describes in brilliant detail the transmission of the 
sayings of Jesus. 
 
Next, Pesce considers the ‘remission of sins and the eschatology of Jesus’ and this leads 
him to an enquiry into the meaning of sacrifice in Judaism. 
 
The first part concludes when P. offers a very fine critique of the work Käsemann and J. 
Dupont. 
 
The birth of Christianity itself neatly follows in Pesce’s outline and his methodological 
presuppositions are laid on the table.  This having been accomplished P. compares the 
methodologies of Käsemann and Dale Allison. 
 
It’s appropriate to pause at this point of our present overview to make an observation:  
Pesce is a fantastically gifted writer whose prose is melodic and engaging.  Even students 
unfamiliar with the scholarly intricacies which he investigates will, and can, learn a great 
deal from him, an astonishing amount. 
 
Next, and I appreciate this part of the book most of all, P. takes us into the Gospel of John 
and even considers materials in that Gospel as potentially probative for our conception of 
the Historical Jesus. 
 
From there we’re led to consider the Judeo-Christian interconnection.  In the final two 
chapters our point of focus is the problem of the establishment of Christianity and Jesus’ 



actual connection to it.  Did Jesus found Christianity?  It’s a question plaguing many and 
Pesce offers substantive help in its answering. 
 
The volume concludes with an extensive (30 page) bibliography. 
 
One quote stands out (of the many that could be chosen) and I mention it here because I 
think it exemplifies Pesce’s tome in a quite small nutshell: 
 

I seguaci di Gesù di tendenza giovannista hanno vissuto nelle istituzioni 
religiose generali e in esse hanno incontrato altri giudei di diversa tendenza.  
È sullo sfondo della commune participazione alle istuzioni che va 
compreson il loro rapport dialettico con il resto della società religiosa 
giudaica e con il resto dei movimenti di allora e con le concezioni che 
circolavano più o meno trasversalmente (p. 187). 

 
While seemingly a simple observation it indicates the carefulness of Pesce’s scholarship 
and hence its strength. 
 
Pesce’s earlier book took years to appear in English translation.  Let’s hope Fortress picks 
this one up and publishes it in English quickly so that a wider audience can gain access to 
its many insights.  Because, let’s face it, Italian isn’t exactly in the briefcase of most New 
Testament scholars). 
 
Pesce is to the study of the Historical Jesus what Giovanni Garbini and Mario Liverani are 
to the study of the history of Israel.  He’s that important.  And so is his work. 
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